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WALKING
" La chose que je regrette le plus, dans les details de ma vie dont j'ai

*'

perdu la memoire, est de n'avoir pas fait des journaux de mes voyages.

"Jamais je n'ai tant pense, tant existe, tant vecu, tant ete moi, si j'ose
" ainsi dire, que dans ceux que j'ai faits seul et a pied." ROUSSEAU,

Confessions, I. iv.

" When you have made an early start, followed the coastguard track
" on the slopes above the cliffs, struggled through the gold and purple

"carpeting of gorse and heather on the moors, dipped down into quaint
"

little coves with a primitive fishing village, followed the blinding white-
" ness of the sands round a lonely bay, and at last emerged upon a headland

"where you can settle into a nook of the rocks, look down upon the
"

glorious blue of the Atlantic waves breaking into foam on the granite,

"and see the distant sea-levels glimmering away till they blend imper-
"
ceptibly into cloudland ; then you can consume your modest sandwiches,

"
light your pipe, and feel more virtuous and thoroughly at peace with the

" universe than it is easy even to conceive yourself elsewhere. I have
" fancied myself on such occasions a felicitous blend of poet and saint
" which is an agreeable sensation. What I wish to point out, however, is

"that the sensation is confined to the walker." LESLIE STEPHEN, In

Praise of Walking.

I HAVE two doctors, my left leg and my right. When

body and mind are out of gear (and those twin parts

of me live at such close quarters that the one always

catches melancholy from the other) I know that I

have only to call in my doctors and I shall be well

again.

Mr. Arnold Bennett has written a religious tract

called The Human Machine. Philosophers and

clergymen are always discussing why we should be
56
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good as if any one doubted that he ought to be.

But Mr. Bennett has tackled the real problem of

ethics and religion how we can make ourselves

be good. We all of us know that we ought to be

cheerful to ourselves and kind to others, but cheerful-

ness is often and kindness sometimes as unattainable

as sleep in a white night. That combination of mind

and body which I call my soul is often so choked up

with bad thoughts or useless worries, that

" Books and my food, and summer rain

Knock on my sullen heart in vain."

It is then that I call in my two doctors to carry me
off for the day.

Mr. Bennett's recipe for the blue devils is different.

He proposes a course of mental " Swedish exercises,"

to develop by force of will the habit of "
concentrating

thought" away from useless angers and obsessions

and directing it into clearer channels. This is good,

and I hope that every one will read and practise

Mr. Bennett's precepts. It is good, but it is not all.

For there are times when my thoughts, having been

duly concentrated on the right spot, refuse to fire,

and will think nothing except general misery ;
and

such times, I suppose, are known to all of us.

On these occasions my recipe is to go for a long

walk. My thoughts start out with me like blood-

stained mutineers debauching themselves on board

the ship they have captured, but I bring them home
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at nightfall, larking and tumbling over each other

like happy little boy-scouts at play, yet obedient to

every order to " concentrate
"

for any purpose Mr.

Bennett or I may wish.

" A Sunday well spent

Means a week of content."

That is, of course, a Sunday spent with both legs

swinging all day over ground where grass or heather

grows. I have often known the righteous forsaken

and his seed begging their bread, but I never knew

a man go for an honest day's walk, for whatever

distance, great or small, his pair of compasses could

measure out in the time, and not have his reward

in the repossession of his own soul.

In this medicinal use of Walking, as the Sabbath-

day refection of the tired town worker, companion-

ship is good, and the more friends who join us on the

tramp the merrier. For there is not time, as there

is on the longer holiday or walking tour, for body
and mind to attain that point of training when the

higher ecstasies of Walking are felt through the

whole being, those joys that crave silence and soli-

tude. And indeed, on these humbler occasions, the

first half of the day's walk, before the Human
Machine has recovered its tone, may be dreary

enough without the laughter of good company, ring-

ing round the interchange of genial and irresponsible

verdicts on the topics of the day. For this reason
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informal Walking societies should be formed among
friends in towns, for week-end or Sabbath walks in

the neighbouring country. I never get better talk

than in these moving Parliaments, and good talk is

itself something.

But here I am reminded of a shrewd criticism

directed against such talking patrols by a good walker

who has written a book on Walking.
1 " In such a

case," writes Mr. Sidgwick,
" In such a case walking

"goes by the board; the company either loiters"

[it depends who is leading]
" and trails in clenched

"controversy" [then the trailers must be left behind

without pity] "or, what is worse sacrilege, strides

"blindly across country like a herd of animals,

"recking little of whence they come or whither they
" are going, desecrating the face of nature with sophism

"and inference and authority, and regurgitated Blue

" Book." [A palpable hit
!]

" At the end of such a
"
day what have they profited ? Their gross and

"
perishable physical frames may have been refreshed :

"their less gross but equally perishable minds may
" have been exercised : but what of their immortal

"being? It has been starved between the blind

"swing of the legs below and the fruitless flicker-

ing of the mind above, instead of receiving,
"
through the agency of quiet mind and a co-

-ordinated body, the gentle nutriment which is its

"due."

1
Sidgwick, Walking Essays, pp. io-ll.
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Now this passage shows that the author thoroughly

understands the high, ultimate end of Walking, which

is indeed something other than to promote talk. But

he does not make due allowance for times, seasons,

and circumstances. You cannot do much with your
" immortal soul

"
in a day's walk in Surrey between

one fortnight's work in London and the next ; if

"
body

" can be " refreshed
" and " mind exercised,"

it is as much as can be hoped for. The perfection

of Walking, such as Mr. Sidgwick describes in the last

sentence quoted, requires longer time, more perfect

training, and, for some of us at least, a different

kind of scenery. Meanwhile let us have good talk

as we tramp the lanes.

Nursery lore tells us that " Charles I walked and

talked : half an hour after his head was cut off."

Mr. Sidgwick evidently thinks that it was a case not

merely of post hoc but propter hoc, an example of

summary but just punishment. Yet, if I read Crom-

well aright, he no less than his royal victim would

have talked as he walked. And Cromwell reminds

me of Carlyle, who carried the art of "
walking and

talking
"
to perfection as one of the highest of human

functions. Who does not remember his description

of " the sunny summer afternoon
" when he and

Irving "walked and talked a good sixteen miles"?

Those who have gone walks with Carlyle tell us

that then most of all the fire kindled. And because

he talked well when he walked with others, he felt
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and thought all the more when he walked alone,

"given up to his bits of reflections in the silence

"of the moors and hills." He was alone when he

walked his fifty-four miles in the day, from Muirkirk

to Dumfries, "the longest walk I ever made," he

tells us. Carlyle is in every sense a patron saint

of Walking, and his vote is emphatically given not

for the "
gospel of silence

"
I

Though I demand silent walking less, I desire

solitary walking more than Mr. Sidgwick. Silence is

not enough, I must have solitude for the perfect walk,

which is very different from the Sunday tramp. When

you are really walking
1 the presence of a companion,

involving such irksome considerations as whether the

pace suits him, whether he wishes to go up by the

rocks or down by the burn, still more the haunting

fear that he may begin to talk, disturbs the harmony
of body, mind, and soul when they stride along no

longer conscious of their separate, jarring entities,

made one together in mystic union with the

earth, with the hills that still beckon, with the

sunset that still shows the tufted moor under foot,

with old darkness and its stars that take you to

their breast with rapture when the hard ring-

ing of heels proclaims that you have struck the

final road.

Yet even in such high hours a companion may be

1 Is there the same sort of difference between tramping and walking a

between paddling and rowing, scrambling and climbing?
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good, if you like him well, if you know that he likes

you and the pace, and that he shares your ecstasy of

body and mind. Even as I write, memories are

whispering at my ear how disloyal I am thus to

proclaim only solitary walks as perfect. There

comes back to me an evening at the end of a stubborn

day, when, full of miles and wine, we two were

striding towards San Marino over the crest of a high

limestone moor trodden of old by better men

in more desperate mood one of us stripped to

the waist, the warm rain falling on our heads

and shoulders, our minds become mere instru-

ments to register the goodness and harmony of

things, our bodies an animated part of the earth

we trod.

And again, from out of the depth of days and

nights gone by and forgotten, I have a vision not

forgettable of making the steep ascent to Volterra,

for the first time, under the circlings of the stars;

the smell of unseen almond blossom in the air
; the

lights of Italy far below us
;

ancient Tuscany just

above us, where we were to sup and sleep guarded

by the giant walls. Few went to Volterra then, but

years have passed, and now I am glad to think that

many go, faute de mieux, in motor cars
; yet so they

cannot hear the silence we heard, or smell the almond

blossom we smelt, and if they did they could not feel

them as the walker can feel. On that night was

companionship dear to my heart, as also on the
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evening when together we lifted the view of distant

Trasimene, being full of the wine of Papal Pienza and

striding on to a supper washed down by Monte

Pulciano itself drawn straight from its native cellars.

Be not shocked, temperate reader 1 In Italy wine

is not a luxury of doubtful omen, but a necessary part

of that good country's food. And if you have walked

twenty-five miles and are going on again afterwards,

you can imbibe FalstafHan potions and still be as lithe

and ready for the field as Prince Hal at Shrewsbury.

Remember also that in the Latin village tea is in

default. And how could you walk the last ten miles

without tea? By a providential ordering, wine in

Italy is like tea in England, recuperative and innocent

of later reaction. Then, too, there are wines in

remote Tuscan villages that a cardinal might envy,

wines which travel not, but century after century

pour forth their nectar for a little clan of peasants,

and for any wise English youth who knows that Italy

is to be found scarcely in her picture galleries and

not at all in her cosmopolite hotels.

Central Italy is a paradise for the walker. I mean

the district between Rome and Bologna, Pisa and

Ancona, with Perugia for its headquarters, the place

where so many of the walking tours of Umbria,

Tuscany, and the Marches can be ended or begun.
1

1 The ordnance maps of Italy can be obtained by previous order at

London geographers, time allowed, or else bought in Milan or Rome and
sometimes it is possible to get the local ordnance maps in smaller towns.
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The "olive-sandalled Apennine" is a land always of

great views, and at frequent intervals of enchanting

detail. It is a land of hills and mountains, un-

enclosed, open in all directions to the wanderer at

will, unlike some British mountain game preserves.

And, even in the plains, the peasant, unlike some

south-English farmers, never orders you off his

ground, not even out of his olive grove or vineyard.

Only the vineyards in the suburbs of large towns

are concealed, reasonably enough, between high

white walls. The peasants are kind and generous

to the wayfarer. I walked alone in those parts with

great success before I knew more than twenty words

of Italian. The pleasure of losing your way on those

hills leads to a push over broken ground to a glimmer
of light that proves to come from some lonely farm-

stead, with the family gathered round the burning

brands, in honest, cheerful poverty. They will,

without bargain or demur, gladly show you the way
across the brushwood moor, till the lights of Gubbio

are seen beckoning down in the valley beneath.

And Italian towns when you enter them, though

it be at midnight, are still half awake, and every

one volunteers in the search to find you bed and

board.

April and May are the best walking months for

Italy. Carry water in a flask, for it is sometimes

ten miles from one well to the next that you may
chance to find. A siesta in the shade for three or
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four hours in the midday heat, to the tune of cicada

and nightingale, is not the least pleasant part of

all ;
and that means early starting and night walking

at the end, both very good things. The stars out

there rule the sky more than in England, big and

lustrous with the honour of having shone upon the

ancients and been named by them. On Italian

mountain tops we stand on naked, pagan earth,

under the heaven of Lucretius :

"
Luna, dies, et nox, et noctis signa severa."

The chorus-ending from Aristophanes, raised every

night from every ditch that drains into the Medi-

terranean, hoarse and primaeval as the raven's croak,

is one of the grandest tunes to walk by. Or on a

night in May, one can walk through the too rare

Italian forests for an hour on end and never be out

of hearing of the nightingale's song.

Once in every man's youth there comes the hour

when he must learn, what no one ever yet believed

save on the authority of his own experience, that

the world was not created to make him happy. In

such cases, as in that of Teufelsdrockh, grim Walking's

the rule. Every man must once at least in life have

the great vision of Earth as Hell. Then, while his

soul within him is molten lava that will take some

lifelong shape of good or bad when it cools, let him

set out and walk, whatever the weather, wherever he
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is, be it in the depths of London, and let him walk

grimly, well if it is by night, to avoid the vulgar

sights and faces of men, appearing to him, in his

then daemonic mood, as base beyond all endurance.

Let him walk until his flesh curse his spirit for

driving it on, and his spirit spend its rage on his

flesh in forcing it still pitilessly to sway the legs.

Then the fire within him will not turn to soot and

choke him, as it chokes those who linger at home

with their grief, motionless, between four mean,

lifeless walls. The stricken one who has, more wisely,

taken to road and field, as he plies his solitary

pilgrimage day after day, finds that he has with him

a companion with whom he is not ashamed to share

his grief, even the Earth he treads, his mother who

bore him. At the close of a well-trodden day grief

can have strange visions and find mysterious

comforts. Hastening at droop of dusk through some

remote byway never to be found again, a man has

known a row of ancient trees nodding over a high

stone wall above a bank of wet earth, bending down

their sighing branches to him as he hastened past

for ever, to whisper that the place knew it all centuries

ago and had always been waiting for him to come

by, even thus, for one minute in the night.

Be grief or joy the companion, in youth and in

middle age, it is only at the end of a long and solitary

day's walk that I have had strange casual moments

of mere sight and feeling more vivid and less for-
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gotten than the human events of life, moments like

those that Wordsworth has described as his common

companions in boyhood, like that night when he was

rowing on Esthwaite, and that day when he was

nutting in the woods. These come to me only after

five-and-twenty miles. To Wordsworth they came

more easily, together with the power of expressing

them in words ! Yet even his vision and power

were closely connected with his long daily walks.

De Quincey tells us: "I calculate, upon good data,

" that with these identical legs Wordsworth must have

"traversed a distance of 175,000 or 180,000 English
"
miles, a mode of exertion which to him stood in the

"stead of alcohol and all stimulants whatsoever to

" the animal spirits ;
to which indeed he was indebted

" for a life of unclouded happiness, and we for much
" of what is most excellent in his writings."

There are many schools of Walking and none

of them orthodox. One school is that of the road-

walkers, the Puritans of the religion. A strain of

fine ascetic rigour is in these men, yet they number

among them at least two poets.
1 Stevenson is par

excellence their bard :

"
Boldly he sings, to the merry tune he marches. 1 '

It is strange that Edward Bowen, who wrote the

Harrow songs, left no walking songs, though he

1 Of the innumerable poets who were walkers we know too little to

judge how many of them were road walkers. Shakespeare, one gathers,

preferred the footpath way with stiles to either the high road or the moor.
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himself was the king of the roads. Bowen kept

at home what he used to call his "road-map," an

index outline of the ordnance survey of our island,

ten miles to the inch, on which he marked his walks

in red ink. It was the chief pride of his life to cover

every part of the map with those red spider webs.

With this end in view he sought new ground every

holiday, and walked not merely in chosen hill and

coast districts but over Britain's dullest plains. He

generally kept to the roads, partly in order to cover

more ground, partly, I suppose, from preference for

the free and steady sway of leg over level surface

which attracts Stevenson and all devotees of the road.

He told me that twenty-five miles was the least

possible distance even for a slack day. He was

certainly one of the Ironsides.

To my thinking, the road-walkers have grasped

one part of the truth. The road is invaluable for

Wordsworth preferred the lower fell tracks, above the high roads and below

the tops of the hills. Shelley we can only conceive of as bursting over or

through all obstacles cross-country ;
we know he used to roam at large

over Shotover and in the Pisan forest. Coleridge is known to have walked

alone over Scafell, but he also seems to have experienced after his own

fashion the sensations of night-walking on roads :

" Like one that on a lonesome road

Doth walk in fear and dread,

And having once turned round walks on

And turns no more his head ;

Because he knows a frightful fiend

Doth close behind him tread."

There is a "
personal note "

in that ! Keats, Matthew Arnold, and

Meredith, there is evidence, were " mixed
"
walkers on and off the road.
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pace and swing, and the ideal walk permits or even

requires a smooth surface for some considerable

portion of the way. On other terms it is hard to

cover a respectable distance, and the change of

tactile values under foot is agreeable.

But more than that I will not concede : twenty-five

or thirty miles of moor and mountain, of wood and

field-path, is better in every way than five-and-thirty

or even forty hammered out on the road. Early

in life, no doubt, a man will test himself at pace

walking and then of course the road must be kept.

Every aspiring Cantab, and Oxonian ought to walk

to the Marble Arch at a pace that will do credit to

the College whence he starts at break of day :
l the

wisdom of our ancestors, surely not by an accident,

fixed those two seats of learning each at the same

distance from London, and at exactly the right

distance for a test walk. And there is a harder test

than that
;

if a man can walk the eighty miles from

St. Mary Oxon. to St. Mary Cantab, in the twenty-

four hours, he wins his place with Bowen and a very

few more.

But it is a great mistake to apply the rules of

such test Walking on roads to the case of ordinary

Walking. The secret beauties of Nature are un-

veiled only to the cross-country walker. Pan would

not have appeared to Pheidippides on a road. On

1 Start at five from Cambridge and have a second breakfast ordered

beforehand at Roystoo to be ready at eight.
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the road we never meet the "moving accidents by

flood and field
"

: the sudden glory of a woodland

glade ;
the open back-door of the old farmhouse

sequestered deep in rural solitude
;

the cow routed

up from meditation behind the stone wall as we

scale it suddenly ;
the deep, slow, south-country

stream that we must jump, or wander along to find

the bridge ;
the northern torrent of molten peat-hag

that we must ford up to the waist, to scramble,

glowing warm-cold, up the farther foxglove bank ; the

autumnal dew on the bracken and the blue straight

smoke of the cottage in the still glen at dawn
;
the

rush down the mountain side, hair flying, stones and

grouse rising at our feet
;
and at the bottom the

plunge in the pool below the waterfall, in a place

so fair that kings should come from far to bathe

therein yet is it left, year in year out, unvisited save

by us and "troops of stars." These, and a thousand

other blessed chances of the day, are the heart of

Walking, and these are not of the road.

Yet the hard road plays a part in every good walk,

generally at the beginning and at the end. Nor must

we forget the "soft" road, mediating as it were

between his hard artificial brother and wild sur-

rounding nature. The broad grass lanes of the low

country, relics of mediaeval wayfaring; the green,

unfenced moorland road; the derelict road already

half gone back to pasture ;
the common farm track

these and all their kind are a blessing to the walker,
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to be diligently sought out by help of map 1 and

used as long as may be. For they unite the speed

and smooth surface of the harder road with much
at least of the softness to the foot, the romance and

the beauty of cross-country routes.

It is well to seek as much variety as is possible

in twelve hours. Road and track, field and wood,

mountain, hill, and plain should follow each other

in shifting vision. The finest poem on the effect

of variation in the day's walk is George Meredith's

The Orchard and the Heath. Some kinds of country

are in themselves a combination of different delights,

as for example the sub-Lake district, which walkers

often see in Pisgah-view from Bowfell or the Old

Man, but too seldom traverse. It is a land, sounding
with streams from the higher mountains, itself com-

posed of little hills and tiny plains covered half by
hazel woods and heather moors, half by pasture and

cornfields
;
and in the middle of the fields rise lesser

islands of rocks and patches of the northern jungle

still uncleared. The districts along the foot of moun-

tain ranges are often the most varied in feature and

therefore the best for Walking.

Variety, too, can be obtained by losing the way
a half-conscious process, which in a sense can no

more be done of deliberate purpose than falling in

1 Compass and coloured half-inch Bartholomew is the walker's vade-

mecum in the North ; the one-inch ordnance is more desirable for the mure

enclosed and less hilly south of England.
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love. And yet a man can sometimes very wisely let

himself drift, either into love, or into the wrong path

out walking. There is a joyous mystery in roaming

on, reckless where you are, into what valley, road or

farm chance and the hour is guiding you. If the

place is lonely and beautiful, and if you have lost all

count of it upon the map, it may seem a fairy glen, a

lost piece of old England that no surveyor would

find though he searched for it a year. I scarcely

know whether most to value this quality of aloofness,

and magic in country I have never seen before and

may never see again, or the familiar joys of Walking-

grounds where every tree and rock are rooted in the

memories that make up my life.

Places where the fairies might still dwell lie for the

most part west of Avon. Except the industrial plain

of Lancashire the whole West from Cornwall to

Carlisle is, when compared to the East of our island,

more hilly, more variegated, and more thickly strewn

with old houses and scenes unchanged since Tudor

times. The Welsh border, on both sides of it,
is good

ground. If you would walk away for a while out of

modern England, back and away for twice two

hundred years, arrange so that a long day's tramp

may drop you at nightfall off the Black Mountain

onto the inn that nestles in the ruined tower of old

Llanthony. Then go on through

" Clunton and Clunbury, Clungunford and Clun

The quietest places under the sun,"
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still sleeping their Saxon sleep, with one drowsy eye

open for the " wild Welsh "
on the " barren mountains "

above. Follow more or less the line of Offa's Dyke,

which passes, a disregarded bank, through the remotest

loveliness of gorse-covered down and thick trailing

vegetation of the valley bottoms. Or if you are more

leisurely, stay a week at Wigmore till you know the

country round by heart. You will carry away much,

among other things considerable scepticism as to the

famous sentence at the beginning of the third chapter

of Macaulay's History:
" Could the England of 1685

"
be, by some magical process, set before our eyes, we

"should not know one landscape in a hundred, or one
"
building in ten thousand." It is doubtful even now,

and I suspect that it was a manifest exaggeration

when it was written two generations ago. But

Macaulay was not much of a walker across country.
1

One time with another, I have walked twice at least

round the coast of Devon and Cornwall, following for

the most part the white stones that mark the coast-

guard track along the cliff. The joys of this method

of proceeding have been celebrated by Leslie Stephen

in the paragraph quoted at the head of this essay.

But I note that he used to walk there in the summer,

when the heather was "
purple." I prefer Easter for

that region, because when spring comes to deliver

our island, like the Prince of Orange he lands first in

1 Like Shelley, he used to read as he walked. I do not think Mr.

Sidgwick would permit that !
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the South-west. That is when the gorse first smells

warm on the cliff-top. Then, too, is the season of

daffodils and primroses, which are as native to the

creeks of Devon and Cornwall as the scalded cream

itself. When the heather is "purple
"

I will look for

it elsewhere.

If the walker seeks variety of bodily motion, other

than the run down hill, let him scramble. Scramb-

ling is an integral part of Walking, when the high

ground is kept all day in a mountain region. To know

and love the texture of rocks we should cling to them
;

and when mountain ash or holly, or even the gnarled

heather root, has helped us at a pinch, we are thence-

forth on terms of affection with all their kind. No
one knows how sun and water can make a steep bank

of moss smell all ambrosia till he has dug foot, fingers,

and face into it in earnest. And you must learn to

haul yourself up a rock before you can visit those fern-

clad inmost secret places where the Spirit of the

Gully dwells.

It may be argued that scrambling and its elder

brother climbing are the essence of Walking made

perfect. I am not a climber and cannot judge. But

I acknowledge in the climber the one person who,

upon the whole, has not good reason to envy the

walker. On the other hand, those stalwart Britons

who, for their country's good, shut themselves up

m one flat field all day and play there, surrounded

by ropes and a crowd, may keep themselves well and
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happy, but they are divorced from nature. Shooting

does well when it draws out into the heart of nature

those who could not otherwise be induced to go there.

But shooters may be asked to remember that the

moors give as much health and pleasure to others

who do not carry guns. They may, by the effort of

a very little imagination, perceive that it is not well

to instruct their gamekeepers to turn every one off

the most beautiful grounds in Britain on those 350

days in the year when they themselves are not shoot-

ing. Their actual sport should not be disturbed, but

there is no sufficient reason for this dog-in-the-

manger policy when they are not using the moors.

The closing of moors is a bad habit that is spreading

in some places, though I hope it is disappearing in

others. It is extraordinary that a man not otherwise

selfish should prohibit the pleasures of those who

delight in the moors for their own sakes, on the off-

chance that he and his guests may kill another stag,

or a dozen more grouse in the year. And in most

cases an occasional party on the moor makes no

difference to the grouse at all. The Highlands have

very largely ceased to belong to Britain on account

of the deer, and we are in danger of losing the

grouse moors as well. If the Alps were British, they

would long ago have been closed on account of the

chamois.

The energetic walker can of course in many cases

despise notice-boards and avoid gamekeepers on the
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moors, but I put in this plea on behalf of the majority

of holiday-makers, including women and children.

One would have thought that mountains as well as

seas were a common pleasure-ground. But let us

register our thanks to the many who do not close

their moors.

And the walker, on his side, has his social duties.

He must be careful not to leave gates open, not to

break fences, not to walk through hay or crops, and

not to be rude to farmers. In the interview, always

try to turn away wrath, and in most cases you will

succeed.

A second duty is to burn or bury the fragments

that remain from lunch. To find the neighbourhood

of a stream-head, on some well-known walking route

like Scafell, littered with soaked paper and the relics

of the feast is disgusting to the next party. And this

brief act of reverence should never be neglected, even

in the most retired nooks of the world. For all nature

is sacred, and in England there is none too much of it.

Thirdly, though we should trespass we should tres-

pass only so as to temper law with equity. Private

gardens and the immediate neighbourhood of in-

habited houses must be avoided or only crossed when

there is no fear of being seen. All rules may be thus

summed up :
" Give no man, woman, or child just

"reason to complain of your passage."

If I have praised wine in Italy, by how much more
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shall I praise tea in England ! the charmed cup that

prolongs the pleasure of the walk and often its actual

distance by the last, best spell of miles. Before

modern times there was Walking, but not the perfec-

tion of Walking, because there was no tea. They of

old time said,
ll The traveller hasteth towards evening,"

but it was then from fear of robbers and the dark,

not from the joy of glad living as with us who swing
down the darkling road refreshed by tea. When they

reached the Forest of Arden, Rosalind's spirits and

Touchstone's legs were weary but if only Corin

could have produced a pot of tea, they would have

walked on singing till they found the Duke at dinner.

In that scene Shakespeare put his unerring finger fine

on the want of his age tea for walkers at evening.

Tea is not a native product, but it has become our

native drink, procured by our English energy at sea-

faring and trading, to cheer us with the sober courage

that fits us best. No, let the swart Italian crush his

grape 1 But grant to me, ye Muses, for heart's ease,

at four o'clock or five, wasp-waisted with hunger and

faint with long four miles an hour, to enter the open

door of a lane-side inn, and ask the jolly hostess if

she can give me three boiled eggs with my tea and

let her answer "yes." Then for an hour's perfect

rest and recovery, while I draw from my pocket some

small, well-thumbed volume, discoloured by many
rains and rivers, so that some familiar, immortal

spirit may sit beside me at the board. There is true
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luxury of mind and body ! Then on again into the

night if it be winter, or into the dusk falling or still

but threatened joyful, a man remade.

Then is the best yet to come, when the walk is

carried on into the night, or into the long, silent,

twilight hours which in the northern summer stand

in night's place. Whether I am alone or with one

fit companion, then most is the quiet soul awake
;

for then the body, drugged with sheer health, is felt

only as a part of the physical nature that surrounds

it and to which it is indeed akin
;
while the mind's

sole function is to be conscious of calm delight.

Such hours are described in Meredith's Night Walk:

" A pride of legs in motion kept

Our spirits to their task meanwhile,
And what was deepest dreaming slept :

The posts that named the swallowed mile ;

Beside the straight canal the hut

Abandoned ;
near the river's source

Its infant chirp ;
the shortest cut ;

The roadway missed were our discourse ;

At times dear poets, whom some view

Transcendent or subdued evoked . . .

But most the silences were sweet 1
"

Indeed the only reason, other than weakness of

the flesh, for not always walking until late at night,

is the joy of making a leisurely occupation of the

hamlet that chance or whim has selected for the

night's rest. There is much merit in the stroll after

supper, hanging contemplative at sunset over the
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little bridge, feeling at one equally with the geese

there on the common and with the high gods at

rest on Olympus. After a day's walk everything has

twice its usual value. Food and drink become

subjedts for epic celebration, worthy of the treatment

Homer gave them. Greed is sanctified by hunger
and health. And as with food, so with books. Never

start on a walking tour without an author whom you

love. It is criminal folly to waste your too rare hours

of perfect receptiveness on the magazines that you

may find cumbering the inn. No one, indeed, wants

to read long after a long walk, but for a few minutes,

at supper or after it, you may be in the seventh

heaven with a scene of Henry IV, a chapter of

Carlyle, a dozen "Nay, Sirs" of Dr. Johnson, or

your own chosen novelist. Their wit and poetry

acquire all the richness of your then condition, and

that evening they surpass even their own gracious

selves. Then, putting the volume in your pocket,

go out, and godlike watch the geese.

On the same principle it is good to take a whole

day off in the middle of a walking tour. It is easy

to get stale, yet it is a pity to shorten a good walk

for fear of being tired next day. One day off in a

well-chosen hamlet, in the middle of a week's "
hard,"

is often both necessary to the pleasure of the next

three days, and good in itself in the same kind of

excellence as that of the evening just described. All

day long, as we lie perdu in wood or field, we have
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perfect laziness and perfect health. The body is

asleep like a healthy infant or, if it must be doing

for one hour of the blessed day, let it scramble a

little; while the powers of mind and soul are at

their topmost strength and yet are not put forth,

save intermittently and casually, like a careless giant's

hand. Our modern life requires such days of " anti-

worry," and they are only to be obtained in perfection

when the body has been walked to a standstill.

George Meredith once said to me that we should
" love all changes of weather." That is a true word

for walkers. Change in weather should be made
as welcome as change in scenery. "Thrice blessed

is our sunshine after rain." I love the stillness of

dawn, and of noon, and of evening, but I love no

less the " winds austere and pure." The fight against

fiercer wind and snowstorm is among the higher

joys of Walking, and produces in shortest time the

state of ecstasy. Meredith himself has described

once for all in the Egoist the delight of Walking
soaked through by rain. Still more in mist upon
the mountains, to keep the way, or to lose and

find
it,

is one of the great primaeval games, though
now we play it with map and compass. But do

not, in mountain mist, "lose the way" on purpose,

as I have recommended to vary the monotony of

less exciting walks. I once had eight days' walking
alone in the Pyrenees, and on only one half-day

saw heaven or earth. Yet I enjoyed that week in
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the mist, for I was kept hard at work finding the

unseen way through pine forest and gurgling Alp,

every bit of instinct and hill-knowledge on the stretch.

And that one half-day of sunlight, how I treasured

it ! When we see the mists sweeping up to play

with us as we walk the mountain crests, we should

"
rejoice," as it was the custom of Cromwell's soldiers

to do when they saw the enemy. Listen while you

can to the roar of waters from behind the great grey

curtain, and look at the torrent at your feet tumbling

the rocks down gully and glen, for there will be no

such sights and sounds when the mists are with-

drawn into their lairs, and the mountain, no longer

a giant half seen through clefts of scudding cloud,

stands there, from scree-foot to cairn, dwarfed and

betrayed by the sun. So let us 'Move all changes

of weather."

I have now set down my own experiences and

likings. Let no one be alarmed or angry because

his ideas of Walking are different. There is no

orthodoxy in Walking. It is a land of many paths

and no-paths, where every one goes his own way

and is right




